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Leading Innovator for Access and Visitor Management
SKIDATA AG is an Austrian company and is ranked among
the worldwide leading providers of access solutions
and visitor management. More than 10,000 SKIDATA
systems guarantee quick and secure access for people
and vehicles in: ski regions, shopping centers, major airports, cities, sport stadiums, fair and amusement parks.
SKIDATA offers turnkey solutions
from a single source:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Access and visitor management
System controlling
Monitoring and maintenance
Cost control
Administration
Services

The foundation of SKIDATA’s success is on the one hand
based on the 1,450 dedicated and skilled employees
and the clear focus on research and development. On
the other hand, the company stands for responsibility
and sustainability and benefits from the global network
of the Swiss Kudelski Group.
The range of products and services is guided by the
needs of the operators and the technical state of the art
– for example: various payment and reservation options
for customers, effective marketing tools for operators
or ticket combination solutions for entire regions. The
open systems also enable the integration of third-party
systems and external solutions, such as customer
management software, CRM or single car space monitoring in parking garages. In 2017, the revenue of the
innovation leader amounted to about 320 Million Euros.
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The SKIDATA Philosophy
SKIDATA’s philosophy is simple but successful: “Think
innovatively and make use of synergies.” With this concept, SKIDATA was the first company to accomplish
installing professional ticketing solutions in ski regions.
After that, the technical pioneering role was expanded
further: in shopping centers, airports, cities, sport stadiums, fairs and amusement parks. Today, millions of
people around the world pass through SKIDATA’s facilities every year. In order to live up to this responsibility,
SKIDATA offers efficient business models for operators
and convenient solutions for visitors. At the same time,
the facilities protect against fraud to a great extend and
convince with high responsibility.

Pleasure in Research and Development
SKIDATA with its 1,450 employees is continuously
working on innovations for the future. Approx. 1/5
of the revenue go directly into research and development of new solutions. Hugo Rohner, CEO at
SKIDATA AG, explains: “The joy for progress characterizes us. We are constantly analyzing all relevant market
segments. In doing so, we already have creative solutions
ready when customers approach us their requirements.”
In order to guarantee a high level of security, SKIDATA
counts on strong partners. The company from Salzburg
uses the synergies of a global network – comprised
of subsidiary companies, joint ventures and research
cooperations. Contacts with forums and associations,
for example in terms of issues regarding NFC (Near
Field Communication), C2C (Car to Car) and C2X (Car
to Infrastructure) serve to convert trends into currents
products. Cooperations with universities are cultivated
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for the expansion of know how and ultimately to help
facilitate young academics.
Awarded Innovations
On the one hand, SKIDATA stands for longstanding experience and on the other hand for innovative and thorough product development. A concept
that has stood the test: In 2007, the access reader
Freemotion.Gate won the Salzburger Innovation
Award. In 2008, the company received the “Intertraffic
Innovations Award” for its payment and sales machine
Power.Cash. And at “Austria’s Leading Companies”,
SKIDATA was on the winner’s podium for the state of
Salzburg in both 2008 and 2009. Since 2014 SKIDATA
is one of Austria’s Sport Leading Companies.
Global Success with the Swiss Kudelski Group
SKIDATA is a 100 percent subsidiary of the Swiss
Kudelski Group, which is headquartered in Cheseauxsur-Lausanne. The publicly owned consortium is the
global leading provider of digital security systems and
solutions for convergent digital and interactive media.
With more than 3,900 employees and total revenues
and other operating income of 1068,7 million USD
in 2017, Kudelski is represented on all continents.
SKIDATA uses this global network profitably for its customers. “We can draw on global resources for strategic
purchases and know how”, says Hugo Rohner, CEO at
SKIDATA, and he adds: “We pass on these advantages
directly to our customers. At the same time, we are represented internationally and can always offer contacts
nearby. Thereby, we speak our customers’ language
and can understand their thinking via a shared cultural
background.” Altogether, the Austrian company is represented in more than 100 countries. With this international orientation, SKIDATA has been able to achieve
solid results and pleasing successes even in times of
crises.
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SKIDATA worldwide:
EUROPE: Albania • Andorra • Armenia • Austria
Belarus • Belgium • Bosnia-Herzegovina • Bulgaria
Croatia • Czech Republic • Denmark • England
Estonia • Finland • France • Germany • Georgia
Greece • Greenland • Hungary • Iceland • Ireland
Italy • Latvia • Liechtenstein • Luxembourg
Macedonia • Malta • Monaco • Montenegro
Netherlands • North Ireland • Norway • Poland
Portugal • Romania • Russia • San Marino
Scotland • Serbia • Slovakia • Slovenia • Spain
Sweden • Switzerland • Turkey • Ukraine • Wales
ASIA: Azerbaijan • Bahrain • China • Hong Kong
India • Indonesia • Israel • Japan • Kazakhstan
Kyrgyzstan • Kuwait • Lebanon • Macao • Sri Lanka
Malaysia • Oman • Qatar • Singapore • South Korea
Turkmenistan • United Arab Emirates • Saudi Arabia
AFRICA: Algeria • Angola • Botswana • Egypt
Gabon • Kenya • Lesotho • Mauritius
Morocco • Nigeria • South Africa • Tunisia
OCEANIA: Australia • New Zealand
AMERICA: Argentina • Barbados • Brazil
Canada • Chile • Colombia • Ecuador • Guatemala
Mexico • Panama • Paraguay • Peru • Uruguay
USA • US Virgin Islands • Venezuela
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SKIDATA for Mountain Destinations:
More Time for Skiing
SKIDATA has longstanding experience in the field of access management for mountain destinations and takes
up the pioneering role. It was the first company in 1977
to offer electronically printed tickets and cash registers
for ski regions. In 1987, it created hands-free access on
slopes via RFID chips (“radio-frequency identification”)
in watches and tickets. In order to pass the turnstiles, it
was enough to have the RDIF ticket in the jacket. Thereby,
the manual scanning of ski passes became history.
Hands-free access to slopes is taken for granted these
days – and the company is the Number 1 provider
wordlwide for access solutions & ticketing for alpine
sport regions. SKIDATA offers comprehensive solutions: from flexible technology via attractive services to
the management of the entire IT infrastructure.
Swinging into Ski Fun
Ski passes, cash register systems, access readers and
turnstiles: SKIDATA offers ski resort operators everything
that is needed to get access to the slopes. Let it be a ride
up or down the mountain, a day pass, a subscription or
a season ticket: SKIDATA has the right data carrier for
every situation: from the disposable barcode ticket to
the reusable RFID ski pass. The sales channels for this:
•
•
•
•
•

web shops
sale in hotels
ticket dispensers
staff operated cash registers
iPhone

Tickets can be purchased easily and conveniently
in web shops on the Internet. Opos.Cash enables
the sale of ski passes directly in hotels. Customers
with RFID cards can top them up right at home.
EasyTicket.Cash cash registers are installed, for example, at lively locations such as ski lift facilities or train
stations. The booking of an iSkiPass via an iPhone is
also possible.
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Parallel to this, individual customer consultation by staff
members is still the priority at Manual.Cash points. The
ski guests can then get to the slopes easily and conveniently with their ski passes. Fraud, on the other hand,
is rejected systematically.
Diverse Services for Staff and Management
Beside hardware, SKIDATA also offers its customers
additional services for employees and ski resort managers. SKIDATA neatly merges various systems of one
resort on one computer – the so-called Dashboard.
There, staff can retrieve the status of networked devices and intervene from afar. Reporting and tools for
analyses support the operator with strategic planning.
SKIDATA customers can retrieve all business relevant
information easily and quickly, and thereby, receive an
important foundation for further decisions. For example,
the relationship between utilized capacity and weather
is displayed on one click.
Innovative Marketing and Happy Visitors
The loyalty program by SKIDATA is a real win-win situation for operators and ski guests. On the one hand, operators can offer their ski guests special services: The
use of particular ski lifts, skiing in bad weather, number
of vertical meters, use of particular sales channels etc.
can all result in bonus points for the ski guest. He can
then trade them in for services that can be determined
by the operator. In this way, ski guests can enjoy products that money cannot buy: riding on a snow groomer,
VIP parking right in front of the lift or the exclusive use of
gondolas before the official opening in the morning are
only a few possibilities for this. On the other hand, operators benefi t from turning an anonymous crowd of ski
guests into loyal guests and winning new customers.
Achieve More Together
The SKIDATA Destination & Resort Management connects business partners within a mountain sport destination. Services and products of individual service providers can be marketed together and be combined into
attractive packages. Thereby, SKIDATA creates a consistent appearance and strong market positioning of the
entire destination. This is made possible by SKIDATA’s
openly designed management software, which enables
the integration of several solutions. Winter sport guests
benefit from a diverse range of products and services
and only need one card for them: from the ski pass
and skiing lessons via the thermal bath visit to parking
space services and table reservations in restaurants.
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SKIDATA for Parking Facilities:
Lifting the Gates for Effectiveness and Profit
For the car access segment, SKIDATA offers well
thought-out and effective comprehensive solutions for
efficient parking facility management – from the access
technology to efficiency control. Secure and smooth
processes are the center of attention, just like the individual needs of the operators. Open interfaces enable
easy cooperation with other applications, Internet services or ERP systems. Thereby, the SKIDATA parking
system is compatible with the SKIDATA access system,
of course. Robert Weiskopf, responsible chairman at
SKIDATA: “For some they are merely barrier gates,
for our customers they are the basis for the profitable
management of their parking spaces. Maximum occupancy rate, happy motorists and a simple system –
these are the criteria that have convinced our more than
7,500 Car Access customers worldwide.”
Reliability for Operators, Convenience for Motorists
SKIDATA and its products enable quick and easy entry
to parking facilities. The parking columns guarantee the
fast and reliable issuance of tickets. SKIDATA’s barrier
gates impress with a secure, low-maintenance technology with a low failure rate, as well as with an impressive,
functional design. The company develops customized
concepts and fulfills individual wishes and requirements. Dispatch devices, ticket machines and tickets
in corporate identity colors are also possible. Naturally,
SKIDATA systems support cash-free payments with
credit cards or mobile phones.
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Individual Payment Systems
Whether personal consultation or quick payment at the
automated payment machines: the operator’s individual service concept can be implemented as required.
SKIDATA’s payment system optimizes sales processes
at human operated cash registers and thus facilitates
everyday work tasks. Sales and payment machines
provide customers with a simple payment of parking
fees and further comfort, such as the printing of ticket
reservations.
More Service for Better Transactions
A special service by SKIDATA is the online reservation
of parking spaces. Besides this service, it also offers
parking information – with it, customers receive important information about the number of free parking
spaces, tariff information or suggestions for electricity
filling stations; just to name a few.
The operators can also use the Internet and simply
monitor and control their parking facility online. It saves
costs and increases reliability: technical and manual
processes are recorded and monitored without gaps,
status reports are delivered via remote diagnosis. Early
warning and failure messages prevent expensive mistakes. SKIDATA gives parking facility operators the necessary information and tools for a successful parking
facility management.
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In addition, SKIDATA bundles information of various
systems and encapsulates the results clearly: for example, on one click, it shows the connection between
occupancy rate and weekday. Operating data are
analyzed and archived automatically and are quickly
available on request. Analysis and reporting tools prove
to be important factors for strategic planning and the
effective alignment of marketing activities.
Parking Garage-Wide Solutions for Cities
City Parking has never been easier and more stressfree than now: the parking space can either be booked
from home or from on the road. The long-range ticket
(keytag) is located on the windshield of the car and automatically opens the barrier gate at the parking space.
With the city card, public modes of transport can be
used and open facilities can be visited. One card for
many possibilities – for example, for a visit to the movies, to an amusement park, a museum or restaurant.
The card user receives a list of all consumed services
either right after the city experience or at the end of the
month. These are then simply paid by credit card on a
pay-per-use basis. Convenient and in line with the trend
of time.
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With my web-based
services, I provide
parking garage-wide
solutions for cities.

SKIDATA for Stadiums, Fairs & Amusement Parks:
Quick Entry to Enjoyment
Every year, hundreds of thousands of people flock to
the Nurburgring and to the Buddh International Circuit
to experience Formula 1 races live on site. At the UEFA
European Football Championship 2012 in Poland and
the Ukraine, SKIDATA was represented at four of the
eight stadiums and ensured entry to the stadiums for
670.000 of the roughly 1.200.000 fans. At Spain’s biggest and most important convention center (IFEMA),
thousands of people visit around 70 national and
international trade and consumer fairs every year. All
of these places have on thing in common: they use
solutions made by the Austrian company SKIDATA
for their access management. SKIDATA’s systems not
only enable secure and smooth entry and exit, but they
are also the foundation for the entire back-end management – from ticket pre-sales via processes during
the visit to qualitative analysis and editing of data for
marketing activities. But also smaller event sites count
on SKIDATA’s competency – such as the WUB Skate
and BMX Hall in Innsbruck. It was opened in 2011
and equipped with SKIDATA’s Complete System. This
system was developed specifically for the needs and
requirements of small and medium-sized installations
for the amusement and event sector.

Customized Solutions

“Regardless of whether stadiums, amusement parks,
fairs or museums. Our customers benefit from comprehensive and competent consultation and customized
hardware and software solutions. Other systems and
products can be integrated depending on the requirements,” explains Hugo Rohner, CEO at SKIDATA AG.
Like this, controlled and quick entry to enjoyment is
ensured and a smooth exit in case of emergency is
guaranteed.

SKIDATA Creates the Foundation for
Marketing and Sales Promotion
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SKIDATA supports operators of stadiums and arenas,
amusement and theme parks, as well as museums, fair
and exhibition centers during the entire workflow – from
the planning of an event via ticket sales to the follow-up
process. Individual solutions are developed and adapted to the customer’s requirements and processes. If
requested, SKIDATA also supplies the necessary infrastructure for ticket sales over the Internet and can also
handle rush demand.
Monitoring and Controlling Streams of Visitors
SKIDATA Services provide important data at the touch
of a button and provide support for the flexible control of
streams of visitors as well as for the subsequent stream
of visitor analysis. The operator can interfere anytime
and optimize the stream of visitors during the event: For
example, a turnstile’s turn directions can be switched
or access for particular blocks can be changed to other
entries. Valuable event data is accessible right after the
event and is available for the successful planning of
new events.

With one single SKIDATA ticket, a visitor is granted entry and can pay his parking space as well as further
services at the event site or at cooperation partners.
Newly obtained customer data that is collected at
events via ticketing enables targeted after sales marketing. It also builds the foundation for the preparation
of new events – from the strategy to the planning of
resources. The result: happy customers, increased
customer retention and successful event organizers.
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Fan Loyalty is the Key to Success
Allegiant, loyal fans - what more could a sports team, a
stadium operator or an operator of a theme park wish
for? A reliably predictable number of visitors, and more
than that, you already know them. Fans, who decide
to join a loyalty program, are automatically enrolled by
the system. The program helps to identify behavior and
tendencies in order to better customize promotions and
experiences for the fans. SKIDATA is providing a loyalty
program especially developed for these needs.
Fans can sign up to the program and collect points
each time they purchase e.g. a ticket from the club or
amusement park website, purchase merchandise or
arrive early at the stadium. These points can then be
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converted for services that are offered by the operators.
In this way, fans can benefit from products that money
can’t buy: a Meet & Greet with the team, watching the
game from the box or a special behind the scenes tour
through the theme park are just a couple of examples.
Operators benefit from more loyal customers and the
possibility to increase data capture, which can be used
for tailored marketing activities. Another possibility is
to influence the habits of supporters by giving them
the opportunity to collect points in order to gain more
revenue.
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Company History: 40 Years of Innovations
40 years ago, Günther Walcher developed the first registered ski pass and, with it, the foundation for SKIDATA.
Today, the company is the globale leader for access management and counts operators of ski resorts, stadiums,
parking facilities and amusement park to its customers.
Besides classic access solutions, SKIDATA offers a wide
range of management services in these fields.
The foundation stone for SKIDATA was laid in 1977:
tickets and first cash registers prevented fraud attempts
already very effectively. The introduction of magnetic
cards as well as the possibility to bill end-to-end in big
ski regions and associations of ski regions brought the
breakthrough for SKIDATA in the 1980s. Until 1986,
SKIDATA’s market share for access management in ski
regions increased to over 80%. With the development
of a small and cheap RFID chip, SKIDATA put the first
hands-free access system on the market in 1987.
The first ticketing and cash register systems were also
developed for parking space management in the late
1980s. SKIDATA brought about an innovation boost
for the industry in 1990 when it introduced credit
card payment at exit barrier gates. In the same
year, SKIDATA equipped Munich Airport as the first
international airport with an efficient parking facility
management system. SKIDATA was able to achieve first
successes in the fair and convention sector with the
Messe Düsseldorf in 1991.
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After the acquisition of SKIDATA AG by the Swiss
Kudelski Group in 2001, SKIDATA opened up to new
markets. It was able to gain a foothold on these markets
thanks to developments such as the Vario.Gate, which
processes paper and contact-less tickets of different formats. One example among many is the Globen Arena in
Sweden, which was also the first to deploy the software
platform Handshake.Logic for professional arena and
stadium management.
In the following years, the company as well as its products Freemotion.Gate and Power.Cash were awarded
prizes. SKIDATA scored at the World and European
Football Championships in Germany and in South Africa,
as well as in Austria/Switzerland and Poland/Ukraine.
Today, SKIDATA brings with SKIDATA Online the first
online system to market and is responsible for the access management with its almost 10,000 solutions in
mountain sport destination, of parking facilities, fairs,
amusement parks and airports in more than 100 countries worldwide.
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Facts & Figures

www.skidata.com

Headquarters

Grödig near Salzburg, Austria

Founded

1977 – First ticketing system for ski resorts developed

Owner

Wholly-owned subsidiary of the Swiss-based Kudelski
Group, a leading global supplier of security solutions
for digital television and physical access

Employees

1,450 worldwide

Distribution

Direct and indirect salespersons worldwide (27 subsidiaries,
5 joint ventures and more than 50 VAR/OEM partners)

Registered Patents

>100 own patent families and access to
>50,000 patents through reciprocal licensing agreements
between Kudelski and Google, Cisco, and many others

2017 Turnover

€ 320 million

Installations

More than 10,000 worldwide
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